HARRY MURPHY FINDS MORE THAN ONE AMUSING FEATURE IN THE EVENTS OF THE WEEK

When the Finances Wart Goes on Work

"Good For What Ails Ya,"


Those Terrible Sunday Landmarks

Latest in Public School Fashions

But the Store Won't Know We When

MAYOR'S CRUSADE

OPPOSED BY JURY

WILL NOT EJECT North

End Women.

COUNTY COURT IS CENSURED

Sheriff Upheld in Fight Over

Prisoners.

LIMELIGHT ON ROCKPILE

Garrison Reforms Liquor and

Oysters and Supersmats Briggs

To Find Grand Arrows.

REPORT OF ADS

JUNE

JUNE 1917

Are we wiser today than we were a year ago?

Is there a notable advance in the sphere of

publicity, or are we just as unfitted now as

we were that time?

How is the peace movement progressing?

Is there any hope for a better understanding?

Are the governments going to collaborate?

Are we to expect any change in the attitude of

the people towards the war?

Do we hear of any progress in the

negotiations of the peace?

Are we to expect any change in the attitude of

the people towards the war?

Is there any hope for a better understanding?

Are the governments going to collaborate?

Are we to expect any change in the attitude of

the people towards the war?